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Reserve Report
News snippets from around the Reserve

In this issue...
Summer rains have arrived.
Taking to the skies.
Elephant preparations.

Heavenly rains…
The first summer rains have fallen at last, triggering a
landscape transformation.

Welcome Vivian.
Wild training.
Great gardens.
Burns begin.

As well as energizing storms, soft, misty rains have also fallen during
the month, enveloping the area & bringing much needed water to the
parched lands.

Sun City upgrades.
Out with the old.
A bird in the bush.

It is a great start to the season – and we hope the rains
will continue throughout sum mer.

Camera traps.

Average temperatures & rainfall…
October
Rainfall = 26.5 mm
Min temp = 14.9°C

Max temp = 27.9°C
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Taking to the skies…
Lapalala’s new Magni24 Gyrocopter is in the hangar
and standing by for deployment.
Hermann is in the final stages of completing his NPL with only a
few hours in the air & a flight test to go.
The gyro will be used for aerial presence, security
support & wildlife monitoring.

Elephant arrival…
With the arrival of our elephant herds imminent, final
preparations are underway.
The elephant boma is now almost ready, with only the finishing
touches on the offloading ramp being completed.
The whole team is standing by with great anticipation to
watch the first elephant herds walk on Lapalala
Wilderness.

A warm welcome…
A warm & hearty welcome to Vivienne Pepper (& Caado)
who have joined the Lapalala team.
Vivienne joins us as Administrations Manager & will bring her
considerable corporate knowledge & expertise to the team.
Vivienne is already embracing the joys of living at
Lapalala – especially the minimal traffic in the mornings.

Wild training…
Lapalala’s monitoring teams have now completed their Big
5 practical training.
Their destination was Singita in Sabi Sands, where they spent time in
the bush learning about the correct behaviours & procedures when
it comes to Big 5 encounters.
With the arrival of the elephant herds, our field teams are
now ready to comfortably share their work space with the
Big 5.
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Great gardens…
Despite water challenges, many of our school gardens
are flourishing.
Leubaneng Primary won over R9000 in garden competitions this
term – as well as receiving a variety of seeds for them to plant in
their gardens.
We are extremely proud of our schools & our school
garden programmes.

Burns begin…
Following the first rains, the controlled burns of
the season are now underway.
The fire’s are carefully timed & closely monitored by
Lapalala & Working On Fire teams, which ensures safety &
control at all times.

Sun City upgrades…

The Sun City housing upgrades have begun &
demolition of the old units is underway.
The units are going to be renovated & will be designed
according to Lapalala’s green policy.
The houses will all be energy efficient & ready to go
solar.

Out with the old…
The majority of the old remaining infrastructures
have now been demolished, such as the old gate
posts at Doordrecht.
The Lapalala teams have been systematically transforming all
old sites throughout the Reserve, as well as removing alien
vegetation around old homesteads.
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Birds eye view…
The first rains have come at the perfect
time.
A large variety of tree species on Lapalala have
produced stunning blooms & blossoms.
This beautiful male Amethyst Sunbird
( Chalcomitra amethystine ) is taking
advantage of the sweet nectar produced
by the weeping boer-bean tree ( Schotia

brachypetala ).

Camera trap…
Our camera traps frequently reveal wonderful images
of wildlife.
Brown hyenas are usually skittish when they come across a
foreign object in their path, such as a camera trap.
But this individual was completely relaxed & posed
for the camera before wending his nocturnal way in
the bush once more.
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